Atomistic details of the disordered states of KID and pKID. Implications in coupled binding and folding.
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are a newly recognized class of functional proteins for which a lack of stable tertiary fold is required for function. Because of the heterogeneous and dynamical nature, molecular modeling is necessary to provide the missing details of disordered states of IDP that are crucial for understanding their functions. In particular, generalized Born (GB) implicit solvent, combined with replica exchange (REX), might offer an optimal balance between accuracy and efficiency for modeling IDPs. We carried out extensive REX simulations in an optimized GB force field to characterize the disordered states of a regulatory IDP, KID domain of transcription factor CREB, and its phosphorylated form, pKID. The results revealed that both KID and pKID, though highly disordered on the tertiary level, are compact and mainly occupy a small number of helical substates. Interestingly, although phosphorylation of KID Ser133 leads only to marginal changes in average helicities on the ensemble level, underlying conformational substates differ significantly. In particular, pSer133 appears to restrict the accessible conformational space of the loop region and thus reduces the entropic cost of KID folding upon binding to the KIX domain of CREB-binding protein. Such an expanded role of phosphorylation in the KID:KIX recognition was not previously recognized because of a lack of substantial conformational changes on the ensemble level and inaccessibility of the structural details from experiments. The results also suggest that an implicit solvent-based modeling framework, despite various existing limitations, might be feasible for accurate atomistic simulation of small IDPs in general.